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A B S T R A C T 

We study a compact nucleus embedded in an early-type dwarf galaxy, MATLAS-167, which is in the process of disruption by 

the tidal force of the neighbouring giant S0 galaxy, NGC 936, in a group environment. Using the imaging data of the MATLAS 

surv e y, we analyse the stellar tidal tail of MATLAS-167 and its central compact nucleus, designated as NGC 936 UCD. We find 

that NGC 936 UCD has a luminosity of M g = −11.43 ± 0.01 mag and a size of 66.5 ± 17 pc, sharing the global properties of 
ultra-compact dwarf galaxies (UCDs) but significantly larger and brighter compared to the typical UCD populations observed in 

the Virgo cluster. By integrating the total luminosity of both the tidal stream and MATLAS-167, we estimate that the disrupted 

dwarf progenitor possesses a luminosity of M g = −15.92 ± 0.06 mag, a typical bright early-type dwarf galaxy luminosity. 
With the help of the optical spectrum observed by the SDSS surv e y, we deriv e the simple stellar population properties of 
NGC 936 UCD: a light-weighted age of 5.6 ± 0.7 Gyr and metallicity of [Z/H] = −0.83 ± 0.3 dex. Our findings suggest that 
tidal threshing is a possible formation mechanism of bright UCD populations in close proximity to giant galaxies. 

Key w ords: galaxies: dw arf – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: interactions – galaxies: nuclei. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ltra-compact dwarf galaxies (UCDs) bridge the gap between
alaxies and star clusters in terms of mass, size, and luminosity,
aking it difficult to clearly distinguish between the two classes of

tellar systems (Hilker et al. 1999 ; Drinkwater et al. 2000 ; Phillipps
t al. 2001 ; Evstignee v a et al. 2008 ; Norris et al. 2014 ). The question
t the heart of this discussion is whether UCDs are the largest star
lusters or the smallest galaxies (Miesk e, Hilk er & Infante 2002 ;
issler-Patig, Jord ́an & Bastian 2006 ). UCDs are larger , brighter ,

nd more massive than the typical globular clusters (GCs) with
ypical half-light radii of 10 � R h � 100 pc, and luminosities L i 

 10 5 L � (Ha s ¸egan et al. 2005 ; Mieske et al. 2008 ; Misgeld &
ilker 2011 ; Norris et al. 2014 ; Voggel, Hilker & Richtler 2016 ).
heir stellar population is old ( � 5 Gyr), with a wide range of
etal content, mostly sub-solar (Firth, Evstignee v a & Drinkwater

009 ; Paudel, Lisker & Janz 2010 ; Chilingarian et al. 2011 ; Janz
t al. 2016 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ; Fahrion et al. 2019; Forbes et al.
020 ). The central velocity dispersions ( σ v ) of UCDs are similar
 E-mail: sjyoon0691@yonsei.ac.kr 

s  

n  

Pub
o dwarf galaxies, with a typical value of 20 � σ v � 50 km s −1 .
heir dynamical mass estimates show that they have mass-to-light

atios, which are, on average, about twice as large as those of GCs
Hilker et al. 2007 ; Baumgardt & Mieske 2008 ; Frank et al. 2011 ;

ieske et al. 2013 ; Janz et al. 2015 ). Recent high spatial resolution
pectroscopic observations show that a fraction of UCDs also hosts
 central intermediate-mass black hole (Seth et al. 2014 ; Ahn et al.
017 , 2018 ; Afanasiev et al. 2018 ; Voggel et al. 2019 ). 
Since the disco v ery of UCDs, there has been a significant amount

f research focused on understanding their origins. It has become
lear that UCDs are not a uniform population and can be formed
hrough a variety of different processes (Hilker 2011 ). Two main
ormation pathways are frequently discussed in the literature (e.g.
ellhauer & Kroupa 2002 ). The first involves tidal disruption, with
CDs proposed as the remnant nuclei of tidally disrupted galaxies

Drinkwater et al. 2003 ; Gregg et al. 2003 ; Goerdt et al. 2008 ;
feffer & Baumgardt 2013 ; Pfeffer et al. 2014 ). In this scenario,
 nucleated dwarf galaxy in a cluster or group environment may
ndergo complete tidal disruption, leaving behind a naked dense
tellar core (known as a nuclear star cluster). The remnant dense
uclear star cluster is gravitationally strong enough to retain its stars
© 2023 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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gainst tidal disruption (Bekki et al. 2003 ). Evidence in support of the
idal disruption origin of UCDs includes the presence of features such 
s tidal tails, extended haloes, supermassive black holes (SMBH), and 
symmetries around these objects (Evstignee v a et al. 2008 ; Voggel
t al. 2016 ; Wittmann et al. 2016 ; Schweizer et al. 2018 ; Liu et al.
020 ). Other nucleated dwarf galaxies undergoing disruption have 
een disco v ered. The y include the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy around
he Milky Way, a so-called dog-leg tidal stream around NGC 1407 
Galianni et al. 2010 ; Amorisco, Martinez-Delgado & Schedler 2015 ) 
nd extremely diffuse nucleated dwarf galaxies at the Virgo cluster 
Mihos et al. 2015 ). 

The second scenario suggests that UCDs are the high-mass end 
f the GC mass function (Kroupa 1998 ; Fellhauer & Kroupa 2002 ;
ieske et al. 2002 ; Br ̈uns et al. 2011 ) and bright UCDs might have

ormed through the merger of GCs (Kissler-Patig et al. 2006 ). It is
lso argued that UCDs can be primordial objects formed in an intense
urst of star formation (Murray 2009 ). 

There is a wide range of properties among known UCDs, and 
hey share characteristics with both GCs and the nuclei of dwarf 
alaxies. This suggests multiple formation processes contribute to 
heir creation (Francis et al. 2012 ). Ho we ver, it is likely that stripped
uclei account for at least some percentage of the UCD population 
ue to various similarities to compact galaxy nuclei (Drinkwater 
t al. 2003 ; Paudel et al. 2010 ). These include o v erlapping luminosity
istributions and similar size −luminosity relationships (Evstignee v a 
t al. 2008 ), internal velocity dispersions (Drinkwater et al. 2003 ),
ositions on the colour −magnitude diagram, and stellar population 
roperties (C ̂ ot ́e et al. 2006 ; Evstignee v a et al. 2008 ; Paudel et al.
010 ; Brodie et al. 2011 ; Chilingarian et al. 2011 ; Spengler et al.
017 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ). 
In this work, we identify a star cluster located at the end of a tidal

tream that is likely to have originated from the disruption of an early- 
ype dwarf galaxy (dE), MATLAS-167. The star cluster is bright, 
 g = −11.43 ± 0.01 mag, and compact, likely a surviving nucleus 

f MATLAS-167 disrupted by the tidal force of the nearby giant 
alaxy NGC 936 located at 23.0 Mpc 1 away from us. We propose
hat the nuclear star cluster is in the process of forming a UCD
hrough tidal stripping. 

 DATA  A N D  ANALYSIS  

he aim of the Mass Assembly of early Type gaLAxies with their
ne Structures (MATLAS) project is to conduct a comprehensive 

maging surv e y of local elliptical galaxies that were selected from
he ATLAS 

3 D le gac y surv e y (Cappellari et al. 2011 ; Duc et al. 2015 ).
ts primary objective is identifying and documenting low- surface 
rightness features such as stellar streams, filaments, and shells 
urrounding giant early-type and dwarf galaxies (B ́ılek et al. 2020 ;
abas et al. 2020 ; Marleau et al. 2021 ). This project has a magnitude

imit of 29 mag arcsec 2 for extended low-surface brightness objects. 
hrough a thorough visual examination of all the galaxies in the 
urv e y, we hav e identified a system of ongoing disruption of a dwarf
alaxy around the giant S0 galaxy, NGC 936. The disrupting dwarf 
alaxy is MATLAS-167, and it is catalogued as a dE galaxy in the
warf galaxy catalogue, which has a prominent bright nucleus at the 
entre (Poulain et al. 2021 ). 

In Fig. 1 , we compare the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) colour
mage and the MATLAS g -band image. As expected, the SDSS image 
 The distance is measured using the surface brightness fluctuation method by 
onry et al. ( 2001 ). 

u
c  

t
=

oes not reveal any stream, and only a compact source is visible
see the green circle). On the other hand, the deeper MATLAS g -
and image displays a spectacular view of the tidal stream around
GC 936. The compact star cluster is embedded in a stellar stream,
hich we have marked by a green circle. We consider it a putative
CD (hereafter NGC 936 UCD). It is located at the end of the stream,
hich forms an almost semicircular trajectory around NGC 936. The 

ocus of this study is the nature of the interaction between NGC 936
nd MATLAS-167 and the evolution of NGC 936 UCD. 

NGC 936 is a barred S0 galaxy classified as S0Bb in the RC3
atalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 ). It is the most dominant galaxy
n the group, which includes three other massive galaxies. It has a
ace-on orientation with an inclination of < 10 ◦ as shown in Fig. 1 ,
nd it has a prominent central bar. The MATLAS search for dwarf
alaxies identified 27 dwarf galaxies around NGC 936, and their 
istribution around NGC 936 is shown in Fig. 2 . Only 7 out of 27
warf galaxies are star-forming dwarf galaxies (Habas et al. 2020 ;
oulain et al. 2021 ). Among 20 dEs, the nucleated fraction is nearly
0 per cent. 

.1 Imaging and photometry 

.1.1 The nucleus 

n this work, we used Megacam CHFT images obtained by the
ATLAS surv e y (Duc et al. 2015 ; B ́ılek et al. 2020 ). The MATLAS

urv e y consisted of g- , r- , and i -band images, where the g -band is the
eepest and i -band is the best in image quality. We, therefore, used
he g -band images for the photometric measurement and surface 
hotometry of the host galaxy . The i -band, particularly , was used
or size measurement of compact nucleus, which can provide a 
etter spatial resolution than others. All g- , r- , and i -band images are
bserved in 0.19 arcsec pixel −1 spatial resolution, and the i -band has a
edian PSF of 0.89 arcsec which corresponds to 99 pc at the distance

f NGC 936 (23 Mpc). To accurately measure the flux of the nucleus,
nsuring that the surrounding galaxy light does not contaminate it, we 
mployed a method that involves subtracting the host-galaxy light. 
o accomplish this, we utilized the IRAF ellipse task, which outputs
n azimuthally averaged value along an elliptic path with a function
f galactocentric radii. Fig. 3 depicts the g -band light profile of
ATLAS-167 along the major axis, with the black dots representing 

he observed data points and the red line representing the best-fitting
 ́ersic function. To a v oid any interference from the central nucleus,
e excluded the inner (r ≤ 4 arcsec) data points during the fit. 
The best-fitting parameters derived from the best-fitting S ́ersic 

unction are an ef fecti ve radius (R e ) of 12.23 arcsec and a S ́ersic
ndex (n) of 1.4. To construct a two-dimensional representation of the
bserved galaxy, we incorporated the one-dimensional best-fitting 
ux into the output of the IRAF ellipse fit and employed the bmodel

ask. Considering this best-fitting S ́ersic model represents the bound 
omponent of MATLAS-167, it has a luminosity of M g = −12.76
ag. 
Subsequently, we performed aperture photometry of the compact 

ucleus in the resulting model-subtracted residual images. For the 
easurement of the total flux and its magnitude, we used an aperture

hat is roughly twice the size of the full width at half-maximum
FWHM). To determine the FWHM, we utilized multiple bright, 
nsaturated stars in the field as references. To eliminate background 
ontributions, we selected an annulus with inner and outer radii of
wice and thrice the FWHM, respectively. Total brightness is M g 

 −11.43 ± 0.01 mag, and g − r colour is 0.6 ± 0.01 mag. 
MNRASL 526, L136–L142 (2023) 
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Figure 1. Comparison between the SDSS and the MATLAS image. The left panel shows a tri-colour image of NGC 936 from SDSS, created by combining g -, 
r -, and i -band images. The right panel shows a deep g -band image from the MATLAS, which clearly reveals the filament and low-surface brightness plumes 
around NGC 936. Both images have a field of view of 5.5 × 5.5 arcmin. The position of the disrupted dwarf, MATLAS-167, is highlighted by a green circle in 
both images. While only the star cluster is visible in the SDSS image, the underlying low-surface brightness host is revealed in the MATLAS image. 

Figure 2. On-sky position of member galaxies in the NGC 936 group. Green 
symbols represent giant galaxies, while dEs and star-forming dwarf galaxies 
are represented by red and blue symbols, respectively. Black dots indicate 
nucleated dEs. Additionally, the diagram includes two large symbols to 
indicate the position of NGC 936 itself and its disrupted satellite, MATLAS- 
167. 
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Figure 3. The g -band surface brightness profile of MATLAS-167 along its 
major axis. The best-fitting S ́ersic function is shown by the red line. We also 
show a 45 × 45 arcsec g -band image of MATLAS-167 and the residual after 
subtracting the best-fitting model image in the inset. The vertical dash line 
represents the size of NGC 936 UCD. 
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The size of NGC 936 UCD was determined by analysing the
alaxy-subtracted i -band image, where it was partially resolved.
o perform the measurement, we utilized the publicly available
oftware ISHAPE , and explored both MOFFAT and KING profiles
NRASL 526, L136–L142 (2023) 
Larsen 1999 ). The software convolves a model light profile with a
rovided point spread function (PSF) and fits it to the source. The
nalysis resulted in a size estimate of 0.56 arcsec for the KING15
rofile and 0.64 arcsec for the MOFFAT15 profile, both exhibiting
 similar uncertainty of 0.16 arcsec. When translated into physical
nits, these values correspond to sizes of 62 and 71 pc for the KING15
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Figure 4. The g -band surface brightness map of the field around NGC 936. 
The unrelated foreground and background objects are masked out manually. 
The green box in the left panel represents the zoom-in area shown in the 
left panel, which is prepared after subtracting the model of NGC 936. The 
green polygon in the left panel delineates the aperture used to carry out the 
photometry. 
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Table 1. Physical properties of NGC 936 UCD. 

Properties Values Unit Note 

RA 02:27:32.88 h:m:s 1 
Dec. −01:13:49.31 d:m:s 2 
M g −11.43 ± 0.01 mag 3 
z 0.0039 – 4 
g − r 0.60 ± 0.01 mag 5 
R e 66.5 ± 17 pc 6 
M g −15.92 ± 0.06 mag 7 
� d 23 kpc 8 
� v r 260 km s −1 9 

Notes. (1) RA of NGC 936 UCD 

(2) Dec. of NGC 936 UCD 

(3) The absolute g -band magnitude of NGC 936 UCD 

(4) Redshift measured from the SDSS spectrum of 
NGC 936 UCD 

(5) g − r colour of NGC 936 UCD 

(6) Ef fecti ve radius of NGC 936 UCD 

(7) The g -band integrated magnitude of putative dwarf 
galaxies along the streams 
(8) Sky-projected separation between NGC 936 UCD and 
NGC 936 
(9) Relative line-of-sight velocity between NGC 936 UCD 

and NGC 936 
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nd MOFFAT15 profiles, respectively. The discrepancies in residuals 
etween the two models were not statistically significant. Conse- 
uently, we opted to adopt the average of these two measurements, 
ielding a final size estimate of 66.5 ± 17 pc. This is relatively large
or a typical nuclear star cluster (NSC) of stellar mass < 10 7 M � and
SC of the stellar mass of ≈10 7 M � or M g ≈ −12 mag typically
ave ef fecti ve radius of ≈50 pc (B ̈oker et al. 2004 ; Georgiev et al.
016 ). 

.1.2 Surface photometry of the tidal stream 

 ring filter was utilized to remo v e fore ground stars and compact
ackground galaxies from the images, and any residual artefacts 
ere manually subtracted using the IRAF task imedit . In Fig. 4 , we

how the g -band surface brightness map of the field around NGC 936
fter cleaning and masking unrelated foreground and background 
bjects. The background gradient of halo light from the nearby giant 
alaxy NGC 936 is subtracted. First, a constant sky background level 
s subtracted across the entire image. The constant sky background 
evel is derived using 10 independent sky regions of size 10 × 10 pixel 
oxes from which we sampled the sky background and calculated 
n o v erall median. Subsequently, we masked MATLAS-167 and its
idal tail region and ran ellipse task to model NGC 936, and then
ubtracted this model of NGC NGC 936 from the image. 

To measure the total flux of filamentary structure, we conducted 
perture photometry using a polygonal aperture (see the green 
olygon in Fig. 4 ). Since the surface brightness of the faint filaments
as too low for automatic detection, an aperture is defined visually. 
e excluded pixels below the signal-to-noise (S/N) threshold from 

he measurement, and the resulting values are presented in Table 1 .
he total brightness in g -band we measured was M g = −15.92 ± 0.04
ag. Ho we ver, we want to emphasize that this estimate may not

ccount for additional starlight below our detection threshold or 
ehind NGC 936, and it may also include contamination from 

aint point sources. Therefore, caution should be e x ercised when 
nterpreting these measurements as the accreted galaxy luminosity. 

e followed a similar procedure in the r -band image, measuring 
he flux within the identical polygonal aperture, and found that the 
olour of the full stream is g − r = 0.72 ± 0.06 mag. 
.2 Spectroscopy 

he SDSS targeted NGC 936 UCD for spectroscopic observation, 
hich we retrieved from the SDSS archive server, and it proved to be
f sufficient quality and high S/N ratio to perform a detailed stellar
opulation study. The SDSS spectrum is observed with a fibre of
adius 1.5 arcsec, which is nearly three times NGC 936 UCD size.
o we ver, the light contribution of NGC 936 UCD in the fibre is
ominant, i.e. > 90 per cent. 
To extract the maximum amount of information from the spectrum, 

e employed a full-spectrum fitting method, which exploits the 
 xtensiv e wav elength co v erage of SDSS optical spectroscopy. This
tting method involves modelling the spectrum using a combi- 
ation of simple stellar populations (SSPs) defined by their age 
nd metallicity. We utilized the publicly available code ULYSS by 
ole v a et al. ( 2008 ) for this purpose. We used an SSP model
rovided by Vazdekis et al. ( 2010 ), based on MILES stellar library
S ́anchez-Bl ́azquez et al. 2006 ). This model considers the effects of
ifferent stellar evolutionary phases, such as the main sequence, red 
iant branch, and asymptotic giant branch. We fitted the observed 
pectrum of wavelength range 4100–7000 Å after smoothing the 
DSS spectrum by a three-pixel Gaussian kernel. The quality of 

he model comparison with the SDSS spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 ,
here the observed spectrum typically matches within 5 per cent of

he modelled flux. The analysis yielded a light-weighted SSP age of
.6 ± 0.8 Gyr and [Z/H] of −0.83 ± 0.3 dex. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Comparison of UCDs and dE nuclei properties 

CDs and dE nuclei are compact and dense stellar systems of high
ass. They often contain predominantly old stellar populations, 

ndicating their formation in the early stages of galaxy evolution. 
n this section, we make a comparative analysis between UCDs and
Es nuclei and find the position of NGC 936 UCD. For this purpose,
e use the Virgo cluster UCDs and dE nuclei as reference samples. 
MNRASL 526, L136–L142 (2023) 
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Figure 5. The SDSS fibre spectrum (black), together with its best-fitting SSP 
model spectrum (red). The residuals are shown in the lower panel. The fit 
is generally consistent within 5 per cent of the observed flux (the horizontal 
lines). 

Figure 6. Relation between the luminosity of dEs and their nuclei. 
NGC 936 UCD is shown in red and the comparison sample of the Virgo 
cluster dEs are shown in blue, which we obtained from S ́anchez-Janssen 
et al. ( 2019 ). The arrow in NGC 936 UCD represents our measurement of 
MATLAS-167 flux is a lower limit. In the right panel, we show the magnitude 
distribution of the Virgo cluster dE nuclei and UCDs. The Virgo cluster UCDs 
magnitudes are obtained from Liu et al. ( 2020 ). 
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Figure 7. Comparison of age and metallicity of the Virgo cluster UCDs 
(black) and dEs nuclei (blue) with respect to the local projected density. The 
data are from Paudel et al. ( 2010 ). NGC 936 UCD is shown in red. 
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The relationship between the luminosity of dEs and their nuclei
s depicted in Fig. 6 . The Virgo cluster dE sample is obtained
rom S ́anchez-Janssen et al. ( 2019 ), shown in blue. NGC 936 UCD
s represented by a red dot. As anticipated, a well-established
orrelation emerges between the luminosity of dEs and that of their
uclei, placing NGC 936 UCD among the brightest objects situated
n the upper-right corner. It is important to note, ho we ver, that the
stimated luminosity of the NGC 936 UCD host galaxy represents
 lower limit, implying that its actual position on the plot may have
een even further to the right. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between the derived SSP prop-
rties and local projected density. In this analysis, we utilized UCD
nd dE nuclei samples from the Virgo cluster, as studied by Paudel
t al. ( 2010 ). The local density was determined by calculating the
ircular projected area enclosing the 10th neighbour. The results
ndicate a weak correlation between the local projected density and
he ages of the nuclei. More importantly, an age break is observed at
pproximately ∼ 4 (100 kpc) 2 . Almost all UCDs are located in the
igh-density region as defined above, and their age distribution over-
NRASL 526, L136–L142 (2023) 
aps with that of dE nuclei situated in high-density environments. A
imilar trend is identified in the metallicity distribution of dE nuclei,
here those in high-density environments exhibit lower metallicity

ompared to nuclei of dE located in low-density environments.
otably, the SSP properties of NGC 936 UCD, being situated in
 relatively dense region, > 4 (100 kpc) 2 , resemble those of Virgo
CDs or dE nuclei located in dense regions. 

.2 Tidal interaction and formation of UCDs 

bservations have shown that UCDs have a size −luminosity dis-
ribution and internal velocity dispersion similar to compact nu-
lei (Drinkwater et al. 2003 ; Evstignee v a et al. 2008 ; Pfeffer &
aumgardt 2013 ). The high dynamical mass-to-light ratios of UCDs

uggest that they may contain a significant amount of dark matter,
hich may have been inherited from the parent dwarf galaxies during

he tidal disruption (Baumgardt & Mieske 2008 ; Mieske et al. 2008 ).
everal UCDs display indications of asymmetrical or tidal features,
hile others reveal the presence of stellar envelopes or the status of

ransitional objects from dwarf galaxies to UCDs (Wittmann et al.
016 ). 
State-of-the-art high-resolution imaging and spectroscopic obser-

ations of these compact objects have allowed us to search for the
resence of SMBH. Particularly, recent observations have revealed
hat all the top three most massive UCDs of the Virgo cluster possess
MBH (Seth et al. 2014 ; Ahn et al. 2017 , 2018 ) and these SMBHs
ccount for a substantial portion of their o v erall mass. These trends
rovide compelling evidence of their tidal stripping origin (Voggel
t al. 2019 ). 

The tidal threshing scenario has been proposed to account for
he origin of intracluster GCs, which is quite faint compared to the
CDs (West et al. 1995 ). Our analysis suggests that massive UCDs

re likely to form through tidal stripping. Based on Fig. 6 , it is evident
hat the disrupted nucleated dE, MATLAS-167, stands out as one of
he brighter dEs, and its nucleus luminosity is comparable to the
righter UCDs observed in the Virgo cluster. In fact, considering
he combined luminosity of MATLAS-167 and its tidal stream, it
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Figure 8. Relation between the distance of UCDs from their nearest bright 
galaxy and their luminosities. The blue symbol represents the median 
distance in the magnitude bin, accompanied by an error bar that indicates 
the normalized standard deviation. NGC 936 UCD is shown in red. 
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urpasses the luminosity of all other dEs identified by the MATLAS 

warf galaxy surv e y around NGC 936 (Habas et al. 2020 ). 
The close proximity of NGC 936 UCD to a giant galaxy raises

uestions about whether the special environment plays a role in the 
ormation and evolution of bright UCDs. To shed light on this issue,
e show a relation between UCD brightness and distance to the 
earest bright galaxy (M r < −19 mag) of the Virgo cluster UCD
ample studied by Liu et al. ( 2020 ) in Fig. 8 . The figure reveals
hat bright UCDs tend to be closer to bright galaxies than faint
CDs, indicating a potential link between bright UCD formation and 
roximity to a bright galaxy. We find that almost all UCDs of M g <

12 mag are located within 20 kpc sky-projected distance from their 
earest giant neighbour galaxy. NGC 936 UCD, located at a sky-
rojected distance of 19 kpc away from a giant galaxy, NGC 936, is
onsistent with the observed trend in the Virgo cluster. To quantify the 
bserved trend, we subsample the UCD sample into faint (M g > −11
ag) and bright categories and compute the two-point correlation 

oefficient between these subsets and massive galaxies. We find a 
ignificant disparity in the correlation coefficients. Specifically, the 
orrelation coefficient between bright galaxies and bright UCDs is 
lmost double (2.05) compared to that of bright galaxies and faint 
CDs (0.96). 
Indeed, the destruction of a bright dwarf necessitates a strong tidal 

orce, which can typically be attained in the vicinity of a massive
alaxy or within a densely populated cluster core. Consequently, 
he substantial tidal force e x erted by giant galaxies appears to be
dvantageous in destroying bright dwarf galaxies, thereby resulting 
n exposed luminous nuclei commonly referred to as UCDs. This line 
f reasoning strongly supports the hypothesis that the tidal stripping 
echanism is not only accountable for the formation of low-mass 

ntracluster GC but also massive UCDs. Remarkably, these objects 
epresent the two extremes of the mass function of compact stellar
ystems. 
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